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Optimizing C ++Prentice Hall, 1998
Written in an exceptionally clear style that doesn't skimp on technical detail, Steve Heller's guide offers several high-performance search and data-compression algorithms, which are all you need to add speed to C++. Early sections of the book address the advantages of optimizing C++, which the author considers something of a lost art. Instead of...
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Essentials of Research Design and Methodology (Essentials of Behavioral  Science)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Master the essential skills for designing and conducting a successful research project
Essentials of Research Design and Methodology contains practical information on how to design and conduct scientific research in the behavioral and social sciences. This accessible guide covers basic to advanced concepts in a clear, concrete, and readable...
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Modelling and Reasoning with Vague ConceptsSpringer, 2006
Vagueness is central to the flexibility and robustness of natural language descriptions. Vague concepts are robust to the imprecision of our perceptions, while still allowing us to convey useful, and sometimes vital, information. The study of vagueness in Artificial Intelligence (AI) is therefore motivated by the desire to incorporate this...
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Learning Flex 3: Getting up to Speed with Rich Internet Applications (Adobe Developer Library)Adobe Press, 2008
How soon can you learn Adobe Flex 3? With this book's unique hands-on approach, you will be able to tinker with examples right away, and create your own Rich Internet Applications with Flex within the first few chapters. As you progress, you learn how to build a layout, add interactivity, work with data, and deploy your applications to either the...
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SAP PS FAQ: SAP Project Systems Interview Questions, Answers, and ExplanationsEquity Press, 2006
The Ultimate Reference & Learning Guide for S A P PS Consultants  SAP PS Questions, Answers, and Explanations!  It' s clear that SAP PS is the future for projects activity in SAP -- but  finding resources can be difficult . SAP PS Interview Questions, Answers,  and Explanations guides you through your learning process. From helping  you to...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Science of EverythingAlpha, 2008
Did you ever wonder how somebody ever figured out all the details of making a cellphone system work? What about those giant MRI machines that can take a picture of your insides without a single incision? Then there is the universe. We think we know at least something about how it started billions of years ago and where it’s going billions of...
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Frommer's Kauai (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	On any list of the world’s most spectacular islands, Kauai ranks right up there with Bora Bora, Huahine, and Rarotonga. All the elements are here: moody rainforests, majestic cliffs, jagged peaks, emerald valleys, palm trees swaying in the breeze, daily rainbows, and some of the most spectacular golden beaches you’ll find...
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Multiparadigm Constraint Programming Languages (Cognitive Technologies)Springer, 2011

	"Modeling" has become one of the primary concerns in modern Software
	Engineering. The reason is simple: starting development processes from clear
	and succinct models has proven to foster not only quality but also productivity.
	With the advance of modeling there also came a desire for automatic code
	generation from models....
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Operating System Concepts with JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009


	Operating systems are an essential part of any computer system. Similarly,

	a course on operating systems is an essential part of any computer-science

	education. This field is undergoing rapid change, as computers are now

	prevalent in virtually every application, from games for children through the

	most sophisticated planning...
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C++ Common Knowledge: Essential Intermediate ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2005
What Every Professional C++  Programmer Needs to Know—Pared to Its Essentials So It Can Be Efficiently and  Accurately Absorbed

C++ is a large, complex language, and learning it is never  entirely easy. But some concepts and techniques must be thoroughly mastered if...
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PCs: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2005
Your vacuum comes with one. Even your blender comes with one. But your PC--something that costs a whole lot more and is likely to be used daily and for tasks of far greater importance and complexity--doesn't come with a printed manual. Thankfully, that's not a problem any longer: PCs: The Missing...
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Advanced Programming Language DesignAddison Wesley, 1995
This book stems in part from courses taught at the University of Kentucky
and at the University of Wisconsin–Madison on programming language design.
There are many good books that deal with the subject at an undergraduate
level, but there are few that are suitable for a one-semester graduatelevel
course. This book is my...
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